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Welcome to New TARGET issue number Eighteen

For new readers, we view our task as demonstrating our opposition to Searchlight's policy of exposing

and harassing poli t ical opponents and their famil ies at their homes, in the street and at their workplaces.

Since our conception, lt has never been our intention to present political policies, but simply to

demonstrate to Searchlight , and its supporters, that they too are vulnerable to the exposure tactics

that they either employ, or support. While Searchlight continues to print photographs and personal

details oi political opponents, then New TARGET will reciprocate by publishing details of Searchlight

supponers.

We would like to make it clear however, we would NOT wish to see any Searchlight supporters exposed

by New TARGET being subjected to intimidation or harassment. But, all Searchlight supporters should be

a*ure that, SELF- aeFevie tS NO OFFENCE, and we will continue to defend ourselves by exposing

them, until they condemn Searchlight's tactics, and assist us in defeating this evil.

Unt i lV ic tory !

Apart from being tailor-made
asset (or is it liability?) RaY

for
t-l llt

Searchlight
to join, no

evidence of the group's existence was offered.
Although a few crude leaflets swiftly produced in
a smart semi in Clayhall will no doubt appear
later and the gullible press will fork out more
money for an "exclusive".
Will they never learn?

i, lcEp.p-+i9tk#l*r *jir;;i ;-,.;c*.,,..
The Obse rver's Searchlight Advertisement

[id mG " nrileroftlle llhttelhigftg"0liginatG in Glayhall P
Searchlight has a history of successfully
bambsozling Erliible jcurnalists into accepting as
fact spurious tales of inside information about
far-right terror groups and their alleged activities.
During the London nail-bomb campaign
Searchlight earned sizeable sums of money
selling tales of how a mysterious (or should it be
mythical?) racist group, The White Wolves were
behind the murderous campaign' When some
enterprising journalists who were not dazzled by
Searchlight's self-proclaimed brilliance carried
out their own investigations and checked with
reliable contacts within the racist-right, they
found that nobody had ever heard of the White
Wolves and nobody has heard of them since!

Then with supreme chutzpah Searchlight
introduced Maihew Collins to the media of whom
some of the more gullible actually printed
Collins's assertions that his former comrades in a
Nazi terror group Combat 18 were really those
behind the bombing campaign. The Guardian
newspaper, the daily journal of the intellectual-
left, actually paid Searchlight for the privilege of
printing information that ultimately was proved by
the police and the Crown Prosecution Service to
be a l ie. Coll ins acted alone in his murderous
campaign. No White Wolves! No C18!

But seemingly some sections of the press
haven't learnt a lesson from this. In the July 1"

edition of theObseryer newspaper, the favourite
Sundey read ef the gullible left, Searchlight-
friendly journalist, Paul Harris revealed that he
had discovered a devious plot by the extreme-
right to initiate a campaign of racial violence in
Bradford.
The article, which carried an advertisement for
the "searchlight anti-fascist campaign"
claimed that a new racist group had been formed
called "The Order of the White Knights".
Apparently this new group was so elite that
"members can only ioin if they have a long
record of activity on the far-right and have carried
out racist attacks, making police infiltration
difficult".

i:viwvrii search ti'0htmaEaline. c0m
For the Searchlight anti-fascist
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The Searchlight-friendly,
Socialist Alliance is in
turmoil following their
humiliation in the recent
General Election. Despite
standing over 100
candidates they only
managed to save their
deposit in two
constituehcies. Former
Labour MP Dave Nelllist,
(Coventry N-E) and Neil
Thompson (St Helens
South).
Socialist Alliance National

Chairman Nellist achieved
their highest vote with
7 .Q8o/o. Twenty candidates
polled less than 1%.
Despite this obvious
humiliation at the hands of
the electorate the SWP's
"blg three", John Rees,
Robe Hoveman and Mike
Marqusees issued a
statement the following
day claiming, "the Socialist
Alliance made a great start
in building a nationwide
socialist alternative to new
Labout''.
Perhaps embarrassed by
this statement and fearing
an adverse reaction from
the membership Marqusee
absented himself from the
SA's executive committee
meeting held the following
week.
The meeting, chaired by
Dave Nellist went
surprisingly calmly and his
suggestion that the poor
results were due to the
massive amounts of
abstentions by the
electorate were well

received by many of the more gullible delegates.
Suggestions that the SA become a fully fledged political party with
its own magazine were not particularly welcomed by the SWP
delegates who could see their own party being the major casualty
in such a move. (Unless the SWP could completely dominate it)
A major conference is planned possibly in November to discuss
these issues.
Who's Who in the Social ist Al l iance
The Socialist Alliance comprises of six extreme-left
organisations. The Socialist Workers Party, the Socialist Party
(formerly Militant), Workers Power, the Communist Party of Great
Britain, the International Socialist Group and the Alliance for
Workers Liberty. Of this six, three are known to be overtly friendly
with Searchlight. The SWP, the CPGB and elements of the
Socialist party.
Unfortunately our source could not identify all of the delegates
attending the meeting but the following were spotted.
John Rees (Fuhrer, SWP)€arye Nellist.(Socialr*t Party and SA
chairman) Declan O'Neil (SA treasurer. SWP) John Bridge
(CPGB) Martin Thomas (Alliance for Workers Liberty) Mark
Hoskinson (Workers Power) Maggie Manning (Socialist Party)
Clive Heemskirk (Socialist Party) Terry Conway (lnternational
Socialists) John Rothery (SWP)

We welcome the change of direction by the extreme-left in
entering the electoral system instead of following the
undemocratic agenda adopted by Searchlight. But we do wonder
if due to this public humiliation will they again return to the pipe
dreams of revolution and the politics of hate.
We shall be watching closely!
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The recent racialviolence in
several Midlands towns has
been blamed on the political
activities of nationalist
groups such as the National
Front and the British
National Party.
ln the aftermath of the riots
in Oldham, mainly
conducted by Asian groups,
national newspapers were
quoting Prime Minister,
Tony Blair as saying he felt
that outsiders were in some
way responsible for
agitating and encouraging
violence between opposing
factions.

But, was Biair correct in his
assumptions that the
outsiders were from the
nationalist side of the
political spectrum?
Certainly both the NF and
BNP had been active in the
area since the racially
motivated attack on a white
pensioner by Asian thugs.

The NF claimed to have
responded to a call for
support from sections of the
White community and the
BNP had started
campaigning in support of
candidates chosen to
contest the two Oldham
constituencies in the then
forthcoming General
Election.

So who were the
outsiders suspected of
planning and
manipulating the
violence?

To arrive at a logical
conclusion we must first
examine the evidence.
1: The brunt of the violence
was directed by rioters
against the POLICE.

2: The majority of the rioters
were young Asians.

To take the latter point first,
it seems reasonable to
accept that neither the NF
or the BNP have enough
influence within the Asian
community to be able to
encourage young Asians to
go on to the streets and
cause a riot. Bui whir
does?
Secondly, it was the police,
not the White community
that became the main target
of these Asian rioters. lt is a
fact that neither the NF nor
the BNP have ever attacked
the police. But, who does
have a history of organising
violent demonstrations in
which the police often
become the primary target?
The Socialist Workers
Party!

In 1993 at Well ing, Kent,
SWP rioters hospitalised
nineteen police officers.
During the riots on Mayday
2000, which again saw the
police, target-ed for vicious
attacks several members of
the SWP were arrested.
Mr. Blair needs to look no
further than the Socra/isf
Worker newspaper of the
Sth of May for evidence of

the real outsider's bent on
causing trouble in Oldham!
Page 16 reveals that the
SWP puppet-group, the
Anti-Nazi League had
been active in the town
centre the previous
Saturday distributing
material attacking both
legitimate nationalist
political activity, and the
local senior police officer,
Superintendent Dick
Crawshaw. The same
page also carried an
advertisement bearing
the AnaL "Arrow" logo
urging peopfe to "Stop
the NF march" and
details of assembly
arrangements.
So here are your outside
agitators Mr. Blair, the
Socialist Workers Party
and what are you going to
do about them?
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We were much saddened by
news of the death, on June
16*n, of Searchlight vict im,
Morris Riley. Morris, who had
a heart attack, was just 55
years old.
ln the August 1993 issue of

Searchlight Morris, a
chartered accountant and
author was accused by
Searchlight of working for the
British Secret Intelligence
Service (MI6).

With this defamation in print
Morris, the author of several
works on the intelligence
services of Britain France and
the USA. as well as the
authoritive book, "Philby:
The Hidden Years" realised
that the al legation, unless
successfully challenged, could
put him in danger when
travelling to certain countries
on research projects.

The thought of being
detained by secret police in
some far-flung country where
alleged British spies are not
received kindly forced Morris
into the decision to issue writs
for defamation.

The writs were issued against
Searchlight magazine, its then
editor (now publisher) Gerry
Gable, columnist, Ray Hil l  and
the then printers Russell
Press. Morris then contacted
our victim co-ordinator,
Andrew Jones to obtain what
help and advice we could

offer. We congratulated Morris
on his courageous decision
and warned him that he was
likely to suffer various forms
of harassment and
intimidation from Searchlight
or its allies. A prediction that
was uncannily accurate.
Morris thanked us for our
advice and concern and in
return, he offered his
accountancy skills to analyse
the financial accounts
submitted at that time by the
Searchlight organisation. A
service for which we were
extremely grateful.

In fact, every time Morris
contacted us it seemed that
he did more for us than we
ever did for him. He was that
type of person.

Although we never discussed
polit ics with him he made it
very clear he was intensely
patriotic and extremely proud
of his twelve years army
service. He also maintained
that he was convinced that
certain people at Searchlight
merely masqueraded as anti-
fascists whilst working to their
own . hidden -. agenda. A
conclusion, that has since
been accepted by the more
enlightened on the poli t ical
left.

The case eventually came to
court in February 2000. The
printers, Russell Press made
an offer to settle their

defamation and paid money
into court. Lawyers acting for
Searchlight had entered a
defence but strangely no one
from the group actually
entered the witness box to
give evidence. This it would
seem is a favoured
Searchlight tactic, adopted on
legal advice to prevent being
cross-examined. The jury
were obviously not impressed
by this legal tactic and found
the defamation proved and
awarded costs and damages
to the plaintiff. Another
defeat for Searchli ght.

The stress and strain involved
in battling against Searchlight
and its State allies obviously
did massive harm to Morris's
health, but in taking this action
against the powerful and
ruthless Searchlight
organisation Morris Riley did a
service to all those that
believe in democracy and
freedom from harassment.

Morris Riley was a hero, and
a martyr to the cause of
democracy and decency. He
wil l  be sadly missed.
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Over the years Searchlight
has gleefully reported on the
last minute cancellations of
political opponents meetings
"when venue owners were
warned of the true identity of
the meeting organizers".
But will they report that their
buddies in the SWP/ANaL's
Tipton, West Midlands branch
had their planned "Unity
Conference" due to be held at
the Tipton Sports Academy,
Sandwell,  West Midlands
cancelled at the last minute
after ihe licensees, Plyvine
Catering "discovered the true
identity of the conference
organizers.
We wonder who told them?

ilt5 t0nGED T0 0PElt FltEs
' :The lnformation Tribunal has

ruled that the British Secret
Service M15 should reveal
information held on file on
individuals unless national
security would be put at risk.
The tribunals ruling follows an
application to the tribunal by
Liberal MP Norman Baker for
access to files that he
believed Ml5 held on him.
Ml5 argued unsuccessfully
that they were exempt from
the Data Protection Act, but
the tribunal ruled that
applications for access must
be processed on a case-by-
case basis.
The Data Protection Act states
that individuals should expect
a renlv to thcir reorlest within
"  

' " H ' J

40 days.
The author, David lrving
successfully acquired access
to files held on him by the

Board of Deputies of British
Jews. These showed that the
Board had been instrumental
in the Canadian authorities
decision to ban lrvinq from
entering Canada.

STINGH[IGHT IIIII PtlUTIGS

An important part of
Searchlight's agenda is to
appear to the more naive as
just a dedicated, non-political
anti-racist organisation. But
we know better,
Thanks to independent
researcher Larry O Hara, in
his latest (and best so far)
magq,zine, Nofes from the
Borderland issue 4, we now
know that Searchlight joint-
editor; Steve Silver is a
member of the Stalinist,
"Communist Party of Britain".

The only organisation that we
could find with this title was
the well-financed Communist
group who publish the
Morning Sfar daily newspaper
from a set of grotty offices
above a betting shop in the
East End of London.

lf Stevie really is associated
with the CPB then we will
obviously have to have a
much closer look at this
organisation in the near future.
Also, if Larry-is eorrect then
Stevie joins a long list of
Searchl ight  luminar ies 'who
are or have been associated
with the extreme-left. Prime
examples . are, Searchlight
publisher Gerry Gable (former
Communist Party candidate
and Morning Star journalist),
Daphne Liddle, Searchlight

photographer (and New
Communist Party journalist)
Searchlight journalist Renee
Sams (also writes for the New
Communist Party journal, New
Times) and Searchlight 's
European editor, Graeme
Atkinson (ex- Morning Star
journalist).
This also could explain how
an advertisement for the
Morning Sfar mysteriously
appeared in the March issue
of Searchlight.
There is of course no such
thing as a "free lunch".

titP0RTAltT ltoTtGt

The extension of the Data
Protection Act to include
data kept as hard copy as
well as computer held
records has forced us to
transfer all of our files on
Searchlight and its
supporters
country.
This wil l delay enquiries, so
please allow more time for
a reply when making
enquiries.
Regrettably, the fee for
enquiries has had to be
increased to e3 Der
enquiry.

to another

47751 A52726
All information wil l be
treated as confidential



December 2001.

Dear Colleagues,

Our apologies for the delay in publishing issue 18. The reason is not that a
certain alleged member of our team is incarcerated in a Greek prison on
charges of spying, but a matter of finance and news.
On finance, we never print a new issue of New Target until sufficient numbers
of the previous issue have been sold, and the necessaryfinance raised. lssue
17 sold slowly, thus the delay. Fortunately, a colleague who we shall call "R"
baled us out with a generous donation.

Secondly, we have been conducting three separate investigations, any one of
which could have been our main story. The first and second are as yet stil l
incomplete and the third, a rumour that Searchlight had persuaded a young
man to become a traitor to his friends and betray them for money became
public knowledge via a recent BBC Panorama programme.

A source close to the BBC warned us that Searchlight fan, Andrew Bell "was
involved in another exposure of the far-right". The BNP confirmed that the
BBC were doing a programme on them but were not at all worried.
What we hadn't done was to link this information with a rumour that alleged
c18 "hardman" Darren wells "was a wrong un". our source had suggested
that Judas \n/ells i"/as working directly for Special Branch. rather than
Searchlight. Given that Wells gave evidence in court against his onetime
leader a few years ago, the word agent provocateur springs to mind. We shall
dwell more on both Wells and the Panorama programme in our next issue.

""Finally, we are gratified to notice that Gable and his gang now take us
seriously. Two articles in Searchlight, July and september, show they view us
as a genuine threat to their comfortable existence. Quite right too! And isn't
Gerry stil l embarrassed about us catching him out lying about the alleged
KKW Blair letter? The feeble Millbank excuse doesn't work either, as we also
have a letter from them denying the existence of the KKK missive Sucker!
And, there's more to come next year!

Thought of the month
"ln all of its years dealing with nazis who have something to tetl or se// us
Searchlight has never betrayed a source". Searchlight. September 2001.
lssue 315,  page 16.

Gerry, to name just a few betrayed by Searchlight;

Karl Hanson, Ray Hill, Timmy Hepple, Mgthew collins and now Darren wells.
A Searchlight source is a very brief career!

Wishing all those who believe in political freedom, free from harassment and
intimidation, a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New year.

Until Victory!

"fr,1-.,J


